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Alleluia! This is not a conventional ay in which to begin a
foreword, but in this case, it is justified. Slobodan Simonovic has
produced a book that is bold and vital steps towards revising even
revolutionizing, our approach to disaster management. The problem of
disaster and their management has proved to be highly intractable. The
frequency and magnitude of disaster are growing worldwide. Scientific
knowledge of the natural force in the earth’s crust and in the atmosphere
that initiate disaster event has expanded enormously in the last 50 years.
So has our capacity to predict, to make accurate forecast and to issue
warnings. Also our knowledge of where extreme events are more likely to
occur, and of available measures for mitigation has grown significantly.
We have scientific understanding, the technology and the wealth to be
able to mitigate disaster much more effectively. But instead things
continue to get worse at an apparently accelerating rate.
System approach based on simulation, optimization and
multiobjective analysis have great potential for providing appropriate
support for effective disaster management in emerging context. Heavy
rainfall, cloudbursts and destructive flashflood caused extreme loss of
lives and great amount of damage to the property and infrastructure of
Kedarnath town and other places like, Rambara, Sonprayag and
Gaurikund. The entire Rambara was destroyed leaving behind big rocks,
boulders and debris. Lakhs of people died and thousands of them were
missing. Here, we document the event of the Kedarnath tragedy and the
idea of disaster rehabilitation. Kedarnath being one of the Char Dham
where the people from all over India come every year and bow their head
in front of the shrine. Hence, it is very much important to rehabilitate the
place with some extra precautions and preventions so that if in future
there occurs any other natural calamity, the destruction should not be to
that extent as it was in the case of June’2013 disaster. Many lessons
were learnt from this tragedy and disaster. The information contained in
this research may serve as the useful source to once again rehabilitate
the Kedar Dham to confront the he heavy impact of future calamity and
withstand the disaster with novel rehabilitation.
Keywords:
Introduction
The particular summation is about the healing of the Kedarnath
valley after it has been struck with the aid of the overwhelming
commonplace catastrophe on sixteenth and seventeenth June, 2013. The
calamity that has as of late struck Uttarakhand within the 12 months 2013,
June, occurred substantially because of ordinary reasons. Those normal
reasons may want to involve unconventional typhoon, liquefying of ice
sheets which is due to the adjustment in the climatic circumstance.
One of the real motive that surfaces within the front is impromptu
development within the district. The formative exercises seeking after here
in Uttarakhand does no longer in shape the topology and biology of this
locale. Deforestation at a massive scale, blasts at the slopes, impromptu
development of homes, have afflicted the organic system and had placed
the human existence and the close by nature on a jeopardized scale. The
catastrophe in Uttarakhand is a symptomatic of larger disquietude.
Review of Litterature:
Under my location of studies there have been numerous studies
completed in beyond years that have been very useful in reading the one of
a kind components of catastrophe rehabilitation. A short description of few
of them is presented hereby.
In 2013 Warsaw worldwide Mechanism for misfortune and
damage linked with environmental alternate affects regarded. Misfortune
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and damage need to be tended to through a
remuneration and healing finance.
In 1991, Vanuatu tabled a remuneration
advice that asked for a worldwide coverage Pool to
comfy little island expresses that could vanish due to
the ascent in ocean degree. The re-improvement of
misfortune and harm dialog on the cops inside the
close years additionally conveyed to hold up below
talks around pay.
Vijay Krishna Varanasi 2015 in his written
work alludes to the harms delivered approximately
repercussions of a noteworthy commonplace calamity
that leads money associated, ecological, and human
misfortunes at a major scale. On the factor while any
characteristic fiasco takes place for example
Earthquake, the building breakdown and individuals
are caught underneath that scrabbled blocks and
bond. This event is regular in urban ranges where
large number of people lives in tall and shut excessive
rises. Tremor occasionally bring any harm to the
arena as a substitute it's miles the delayed
consequence of the elective activities that they cause,
for instance, constructing breakdown, flames, waves,
and volcanoes, certainly bring about human
misfortunes.
The three techniques for hunt of any
survivors of a noteworthy fiasco are: 1. physical
inquiry 2. Canine pursuit three. Electronic pursuit.
There are kinds of digital equipment that are as of
now being utilized viz… Acoustic and Viewing.
Acoustic gadgets incorporate extraordinary seismic
sensors set at one-of-a-kind regions in the rubble to
understand the sound or pulse or any commotion
originating from any survivor. One such gadget is
called DELSAR existence locator.
The author advocated two methodologies: First, in which versatility is upgraded to decrease risks
and, besides, in which we deal with the vulnerability.
David Alexanderin 2016 his written work
addresses the world that are the lessons legitimately
received from the fiascos that had passed off in the
late years. The have a look at and management of
calamity protected a blend of matters viz… hypothesis
and encounters. To start with we take in the classes
and after that we need to follow it on the field.
Rich Snow and Mary Snow 2016 in their
work depicted the diffused elements of temperature
from the very day whilst the earth regarded. Every
one of the progressions from that factor ahead
consolidate to bring about the adjustments inside the
environment. The environment of the complete earth
has modified from shaft to submit. Such changes in
surroundings has the ability to move our earth planet
to a difficult to understand stage in the history. Coal
fields, oil fields, gasoline fields are widespread
wellspring of vitality on the earth for human in
contemporary industrialized world. Carbon di oxide
discharge is expanding in fee at a fast fee within the
air. Fundamental supporter is China. This expansion
is basically added about by using the overall
populace.
Margareta Wahlstrom 2016 in her paintings,
reprimanded individuals for the real bit of the fiasco
that manifest on earth, which is to this point so proper.

The reason being that they fabricate tall systems and
settlements but then extending. Several years’ earlier
people lived near banks of streams but now while
surge comes it so effects becomes a debacle in mild
of the truth that the land which must had been applied
for farming has now been a part of those excessive
rises and impromptu settlements.
McNamara 2017 in her business locales the
increasing attention regarding make clear the
misfortune and damage which has been executed to
the environmental alternate via international
procedures. 194 international locations organized and
did sport plans for the misfortune and damage
underneath united countries Framework convention
weather alternate. This desire was taken in 1912 as
Doha Gateway. It inspected the important thing
troubles that characterizes the difficulty from 2011 to
2013 by means of analyzing lodging by way of
throwing pieces and part nations and remaining
transactions content.
Paper by way of Jatin Pandey 2016,
concentrates at the Geographical facts machine utility
in the subject of e-management. Expertise
Geographical statistics framework, it is basically a tool
for having an area section, i.e. for having spatial
information examination. This tool takes into account
the gathering, stockpiling, investigation or control and
display of statistics in 3 dimensional practices.
Speaking about Uttarakhand, it is the 27th
circumstance of India. It was made in December
2000, arranged in center Himalayas at Longitude
seventy seven degree – 81 east and south 28.four –
31.3 north. It has a topographical zone of around
53500 square kilometers. It is basically extraordinarily
tough to access the voluminous and scattered facts
for any basic management and management,
especially amid crisis instances as in 2010 calamity
occasion.
The paper make clear the identification of
human motion after a cataclysmic event. The
discourse starts off evolved from clarifying the
significance of catastrophic event. it's miles depicted
as the impact of ordinary hazard, as an example,
surge, twister, sea tempests, volcanic emission, and
tremors, warmth waves and avalanches etcetera on
humans. The aftermaths activates to the real
cataclysmic occasion containing distinct misfortunes
like money related, herbal, human loses as properly.
The excessive rises starts falling, individuals therefore
get caught beneath the damaged down systems,
when a main seismic tremor arrives.
This paper by David Alexander on Disasters:
Lesson Learned (2015), clarifies the real importance
of fiasco. It’s far a number of the time misjudged by
means of the general population mass. Thus, to make
a legitimate significance of debacle inside the brains
of individuals it calls for suitable evaluate and
management of calamity. This evaluation includes an
excellent mix of speculation and enjoy.
Hypothesis is educated and the revel in is
picked up on the sphere. Absence of facts from the
both prospect may be dangerous. Hypothesis is
considered because the manual that makes us simple
to control the calamities. Alternatively experience is a
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tool and approach to recognize the sensation of
thoughts boggling and clamorous materials.
The Kedarnath Town
Rudraprayag, the exhibited variety that exists
inside the Mandakini waterway bowl frames a piece of
Ukhimath Tehsil of locale Rudraprayag in higher
Garhwal Himalayas. Territory is defined by way of
rough geology, with unmistakable plunge inclines. The
variety includes medium to high evaluate
transformative rocks. The territory can be come to
from Rishikesh by using country wide highway 58,
passing by Rudraprayag, Gupta Kashi and Gaurikund
alongside the Alaknanda and Mandakini streams.
From Gaurikund to Kedarnath there may be a 14
kilometers in length harness way along the right bank
of Mandakini waterway there are little head protector
i.e. Rambara and Garur chatti situated at the
passerby course.
What Happened in Kedarnath?
Event 1:
On 15th and seventeenth June 2013,
significant precipitation in the northern elements of the
Uttarakhand nation befell right into a critical blaze
surge inside the district. The combination rain
recorded turned into 325 millimeter at Chorabari icy
loads (Tela Camp, 2543 meters above ocean level).
After the significant rain on tenth June 2013, the
Mandakini River round Sonprayag multiplied in water
level tremendously, it began flooding its financial
institution. Within the course of streaming it washed
away the top part of the metropolis consisting of
Shankacharya Samadhi, Jal Nigam visitor residence,
and Bharat Seva Ashram Sangh workplace. It created

the greatest ever obliteration on this some part of
India.
Event 2:
The second occasion of decimation came
about on 17th June 2013 at round 6:45 am. It became
after the over movement and fall of moraine damage
Chorabari Lake. The Chorabari Lake, after the
overwhelming precipitation of 16th June, removed
tremendous measure of water.
Due to sizable precipitation of 16th June
2013, snow liquefy, there was plenty of water that
become amassed in the Chorabari Lake. The inflow
surpassed the surge, and as a consequence there
was elevated water degree of the lake almost up to 7eight meters. The water circulate velocity became
ferocious to the point that it made the ice sheet
materials virtually scoop out. Sizeable stones and
rubbish that was saved earlier than the Chorabari ice
sheets had been definitely flying important all round
alongside excessive thick waves.
There are couple of factors that need real
attention. First is the measure of rubbish present
beneath the ice sheet. It recommends the nearness of
truly dynamic, very steep and residue delivery
framework. Second is the stone and rocks lying on the
sphere.
Causes of the Disaster
The glimmer surge that took place
someplace round fifteenth and seventeenth June
2013 become a result of widespread and severe
deluge. It became devastating to the factor that
complete Rambara, big piece of Gaurikund and
several adjoining cities and spots of Mandakini valley
have been washed away.
Water level of Mandakini River at Rudraprayag between 15th and 20th June 2013
Water level of Mandakini river at Rudraprayag between 15th and 20th June 2013
Danger Level ( in above
Observed level (in above mean sea level
S.No.
Date
mean sea level )
)
1
15th June 2013
626
618.12
2
16th June 2013
626
625
3

17th June 2013

626

633.5

4

18th June 2013

626

626.65

5
19th June 2013
626
6
20th June 2013
626
Monsoon Winds
The storm winds arrived earlier than required
in India, got to be one of the essential purpose
offering ascend to the occasion that introduced the
Uttarakhand calamity. India need to get Monsoon with
the aid of 15th July yet it landed by means of fifteenth
June 2013. What happened a quick time later become
that the decrease weight within the north-western
locale and development of 3 varieties of winds joined
and for that reason the rainstorm hit some other
elements of India, right on time by means of one
month.
The low weight made over East Rajasthan
pulled within the South – Westerly twist beating the
Arabian Sea. These South – Westerly winds had been
completely loaded with dampness. The easterly winds
from the Bay of Bengal got here over the better
Himalayan district. The westerly winds crossed Uttar

623
622.48
Pradesh and Bihar, sooner or later creating a trough.
The mountains inside the north made orographic
effect.
Geological Cause
Substantial
precipitation
right
here
fashioned a bit lake inside the north west of the valley.
Underneath standard circumstance the water would
have taken off however because there has been a
development of a chunk with the aid of the flotsam
and jetsam and soil, it caused to the collection and
accumulating of water. This restrained cutting-edge
framed as a third circulation notwithstanding the two
movements that have been at that point streaming.
The degree of water, moraine, flotsam and jetsam and
soil became sufficiently huge to elevate the extent of
this move immensely.
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Incomplete Research and Lack of Practice
The Kedarnath disaster had acted like an
alert for the proposed development show in the
Himalayan area. These maximum younger mountains
are extraordinarily delicate to withhold the serious
improvement and keep fast adjustments. Uttarakhand
requirements to installation and installation a feasible
debacle management framework and strategies and
techniques at community, state, location and network
degree
Disaster Rehabilitation
Restoration of Kedarnath
The disaster of June, 2013 has brought
about major geomorphic changes in the proximity of
Kedarnath. The palaeochannel of Saraswati to the
east of the temple has been rejuvenated and
Chorabari Tal to the north of the temple has ceased to
exist. The thick pile of glacial outwash deposit around
the temple has been disturbed and thick mass of
glacial debris and boulders has been collected in a
heaped manner. Forces of nature have outline new
geomorphic setup in the area and it would take years
to restabilize the geomorphology of the area. There
are certain issues around Kedarnath that are being
dealt separately in the sections below.
Diversion of Stream
The catastrophe of June 2013 has brought
on the restoration of Saraswati toward the east of the
Kedarnath sanctuary. Endeavors to redirect water
from this geomorphic low towards the old course of
Mandakini by making basic obstructions will bring
about the subsurface stream of water towards this
geomorphic low. This east - southeastward
subsurface stream of water from Mandakini to
Saraswati, in that circumstance, would bring about
funneling activity because of washing without end of
fines from the grid of the frosty outwash stores on
which is found Kedarnath sanctuary.
Bank Stabilization and Demolition of Structures:
With a specific end goal to discount any
plausibility of bank disintegration, suitably composed
bank adjustment measures ought to be actualized
along the right bank of Saraswati and left bank of
Mandakini. Due adjustment measures ought to
likewise be taken at spots where the inverse banks
are as yet confronting hazardous disintegration action.
Debris Disposal Policy
In the slopes all foundation advancement
activities result in uncovered shake and garbage.
Without clear rules, in actuality, the uncovered
material will be routinely arranged off along the slope
inclines. Sliding down along the incline this material
regularly overwhelms towards agrarian fields and
water sources separated from bringing on huge loss
of vegetation cover on helpless slope slants. This
starts new avalanches at the same time.
Suggestions and Recommendations
As common catastrophes strike populaces in
Uttarakhand, with expanding recurrence and force,
the philanthropic group, benefactor businesses and
open segment foundation required with improvement
and crisis reaction and calamity recuperation confront
a difficult test. hence, the contemporary ways to deal
with fiasco chance diminished through an

accentuation at the importance of environment
management in moderating the consequences of not
unusual calamities on conveys will require actual
pursuits in biological community as shielding and
gainful framework.
1. Incorporating
vital
ecological
opportunity
regulations for publish crisis reaction at nearby,
national and nearby stages.
2. Developing tactics for adjusting to fast changing
environment circumstance in particular the
powerless.
3. Assess the ecological motives for weak point and
precariousness.
4. Display function approaches and set up strong
and compelling early cautioning framework.
5. Recollect the consequences for biological gadget
benefits in simple management forms.
6. Set up affiliation for and territorial ways to cope
with land utilize and commonplace protection.
7. Provide guidance and records to encompass
people in upgrading organic system coverage.
8. Recollect the monetary blessings of the
administrations that organic network deliver to
debacle risk diminished.
Safer Tourism
Uttarakhand should be set up to deal with
any debacle crisis at Haridwar and other essential
areas where extensive number of individuals gather
frequently for the sake of tourism. Visitor must be
scattered all through the state and over the year by
advancing more tourism decisions and areas.
Green Roads
GBPIHED has proposed rules for building
protected, green in the Himalayan area [GBPIHED,
undated]. They should be taken after thoroughly.
There is a need to create protected, different backup
courses of action, ideally trekking ways, to the
significant hallowed places for sheltered and snappy
departure in case of a debacle. Ropeways are
valuable other options to streets where the inclines
are steep and separations are generally short.
Safer Hbitations
Riverside development may just be allowed
at safe separations for the waterways on strong
shake. The Uttarakhand high court arrange banning
development inside 200 meters of all streams in
Uttarakhand should be implemented.
Use of Early warning and Decision Support
System
Utilization of geographic data framework
(GIS) in the DSS acclimatize various layers of spatial
and factual databases, chronicled and constant and
speak to them through guide based choice
apparatuses. A DSS can help following and reporting
of money related and physical advance towards
accomplishments of the objectives set, empowering
subject criticism and grievance redressed instruments
for the dynamic interest of groups in the recuperation
and reproduction program.
“The mountain your ancestors brought this far
Every year breaks more and more, like grief
All the years all the centuries
Freeze like ice in dreamless eyes
In your soul
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In the domestic darkness of the hearth
Your helpless words are spread
Like grains gathered in a famine
From ‘Pahad par Lalten’ by Manglesh Dabral, a poet
from Garhwal mountains
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